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Abstract 
Blaaberg B. and C. Clausen, Adequacy for a lazy functional language with recursive and polymor- 
phic types, Theoretical Computer Science 136 (1994) 243-275. 
We consider a lazy functional language with both recursive and polymorphic types. For this 
language we give an operational semantics and a denotational semantics based on information 
systems and establish adequacy, i.e. that a term converges denotationally if and only if it converges 
operationally. In the presence ofuniversal types the usual approach taken is to apply the technique 
of reducibility candidates. But at this point we take a different approach: The concreteness of our 
model allows us to define anotion of size of tokens of information systems. Based on this notion, an 
appropriate logical relation can be defined by good old well-founded recursion. The proof of 
adequacy then follows by standard techniques. 
1. Introduction 
The polymorphic 2-calculus was independenty discovered by Girard [4] and 
Reynolds 1-8] in the early 1970s. Their work can be viewed as extending the simply 
typed 2-calculus with parametric polymorphism in the sense of Strachey. Types are 
enriched to comprise universal types of the form FIX.  ~, where X is a type variable and 
a type, and the terms AX. t  and t{z} are introduced to handle polymorphism 
explicitly. Their intended meaning is, respectively, abstraction over types and applica- 
tion of a universally typed term to a type - the result being a specialization of t. 
From a programmer's point of view the strength of polymorphism is that it enables 
one to define polymorphic functions, i.e. functions which work uniformly for argu- 
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ments of different types. The simplest polymorphic function one can imagine 
is the polymorphic identity function which indeed works uniformly for arguments 
of different types. It is denoted by the term AX.2x x.x and has the universal 
type FIX.(X--,X). Given an arbitrary type ~, the application (AX.)~xX.x){~} 
instantiates the polymorphic identity function to 2x~.x of type ~--,v, i.e. the 
identity function of type ~. More interesting and useful examples will be given 
later. Due to this strength of abstraction polymorphism has become an 
important ingredient in many modern functional anguages. Another important 
and widely used programming feature is that of types being allowed to be 
defined recursively. 
The language we consider includes both of these two ways of forming new types 
although it is known from e.g. [5] that recursive types can be modelled by universal 
types. However, types like lists, trees, etc. have simple recursive definitions lying very 
close to our intuition. 
For this language we give an operational and a denotational semantics. The 
operational semantics is given in a Martin-L6f, or natural semantics, style. Our 
denotational semantics can be viewed as a modification of that in [3]. There a variable 
type (a type expression with free-type variables) is regarded as a functor on the 
category of Scott domains with embedding projection pairs. Here that category is 
replaced by that of information systems with distinguished embeddings, those given 
by a substructure r lation on information systems. 
The choice of information systems as a basis for the denotational semantics 
has a two-fold payoff. Firstly, information systems provide a framework for 
solving the recursive domain equations arising from recursive-type definitions [6]. 
Secondly, we obtain an elementary way of showing adequacy, i.e. that the operational 
and denotational semantics agree on observations of interest, here termination of 
programs. 
In the presence of universal types, the usual proof technique is that of reducibility 
candidates [-1,2] a technique invented by Girard to show strong normalisation of 
the polymorphic 2-calculus. At this point we take a different approach. The concrete- 
ness of our model allows us to define a notion of size of tokens of information systems. 
Based on this notion, an appropriate logical relation can be defined by good old 
well-founded recursion. The technique also works for recursive types. In fact, it was 
originally proposed by Plotkin to obtain an adequacy proof for a similar language 
without polymorphic types and with eager evaluation [7]. 
We now briefly outline the paper. The following section introduces parts of the 
theory of information systems and a construction used to give semantics to H-types. 
Section 3 presents the syntax of types and terms together with the typing rules and 
some examples. In Sections 4 and 5 we give the operational and denotational 
semantics, respectively. Section 6 is devoted to the equivalence results. We show 
soundness of the operational semantics with respect o the denotational semantics 
and coincidence of the notions of operational and denotational convergence. 
Our original work containing all details can be found in [2]. 
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2. Information systems 
In this section we introduce information systems and the constructions on these 
which will be used to mimic the construction of composite types. The first subsection 
presents parts of the theory of information systems and the second introduces a new 
construction used to give semantics to H-types. 
2.1. Fundamental theory 
The definitions and results presented here lay the foundation for our work. The aim 
of this section is primarily to give the reader a summary of the information systems 
theory from [10]. Note we use information systems to represent Scott predomains 
which do not necessarily possess a bottom element - a little different from their 
original use in [9]. 
Definition 2.1. An information system is a structure d=(A ,  Con, F-), where A is 
a countable set (the tokens), Con is a nonempty subset of finite subsets of A (the 
consistent sets) and ~ is a subset of (Con\{O})x A (the entailment relation) which 
satisfy: 
1. X ~_ YeCon ~ XeCon, 
2. asA  ~ {a}eCon, 
3. X l -a  ~ Xt3{a}eCon,  
4. XeCon & aEX ~ X~-a, 
5. (X, YeCon&Vb~Y.XF-b& Yt-a) ~ XF-a. 
When nothing else is stated an information system ~/ is  assumed to have token set 
A, consistent sets Con;¢ and entailment relation b~.  Furthermore, Tokens(d)  and 
Con(d)  refer to the token set and the consistent sets of the information system d .  The 
entailment relation F- extends to a relation F-* between consistent sets. We write 
X ~* Y as an abbreviation for VaE Y.XF-a. 
An information system determines a Scott predomain, i.e. a Scott domain possibly 
without a bottom element. 
Proposition 2.2. The elements, ]all, of an information system d=(A,  Con,~-) are 
defined to be those subsets x of A which are 
1. nonempty: x ~0, 
2. consistent: X ~_ fi" x ~ X6Con, 
3. F--closed: X ~_ x & XF-a ~ aex.  
Ordering the elements by inclusion we obtain a Scott predomain ( ]d  [, c ) with finite 
elements of the form X = der{ ae A ] X F-~ a}, where 0 ~ X eCon. 
In order to represent Scott predomains, we insist that elements have to be 
nonempty. Notice that information systems would represent Scott domains if we were 
to allow the empty element. 
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Since elements are always nonempty, we can use the following interpretation of the 
bottom element L and the lifting function L- J : ldL~ldLf3707v from the cpo of 
elements to the lifted cpo of elements: 
1=0,  
~xJ=x for any x~ld l .  
This interpretation will be used throughout this article. 
Because we work with a concrete representation f domains, we can replace the 
usual inverse limite construction used in building up solutions to recursive domains 
equations by a fixed-point construction on a cpo of information systems [-6]. The 
order on information systems, 4 ,  captures the intuitive notion of one information 
system being a subsystem, or substructure, of another. 
Definition 2.3. Let d and ~ be information systems. Define N___ ~ iff 
1. A~B,  
2. X~Cond ¢~- X ~ A & X~Con~, 
3. X~-~,a c~ X ~_A & a~A & Xt-~a. 
When proving continuity the following remark is useful. 
Remark 2.4. Let d and ~ be information systems. If d~ N and their token sets are 
equal, i.e. A = B, then d = ~. 
The theorem below shows that information systems ordered by ~ satisfy the 
conditions for being a complete partial order. But information systems form a class 
and not a set; we say that they form a large cpo. Fortunately, the theory of cpo's is 
unaffected by this fact. 
Theorem 2.5. The relation ~ is a partial order with (9=clef(0, {0},0) as least element. 
Moreover, if do<Z dl<a ...~_~<a ... is an increasing m-chain of information systems 
then there exists a least upper bound given by 
U d~=( U Ai, U Cond,, U ~-~,). 
The finite elements of the (large) cpo of information systems turn out to be exactly 
those information systems which have finite token sets. Moreover, every information 
system J can be written as a least upper bound of a chain of information systems with 
finite token sets. 
Constructions on information systems 
Here we give constructions of lifting, (-)j, sum, +, product, x, and lifted function 
space, ( - )~  (-)~ All these correspond to constructions on cpo's and are continuous 
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with respect to -~. By an isomorphism pair ~b, 0 between cpo's we mean order 
preserving (monotone) mutual inverse functions. It follows that isomorphisms must be 
continuous. 
Lifting on information systems reflects lifting on cpo's. 
Definition 2.6. Let ~ be an information system. Then we define the l/ft of ~ to be 
~'± =(C, Con, F-), where 
• C = Cond, 
• XECon ,*~ X _ Con~ & UX~Con~¢, 
• XF-bc,  O¢X~Con & ~XF-~b.  
Theorem 2.7. Let s~ be an information system. Then d± is an information system and 
1~¢ [-----1~¢1± with isomorphism pair Cult: [~¢±1~1~¢[± and Oust: [zzgl±-~[~'±[ given by 
¢, , i , (x )  = U x,  
0us,(X) = {bib ~- Si"x}. 
Moreover, the operation ~F-.sJ± is continuous on information systems ordered by 4 ,  
We can reflect sums of cpo's by sums of information systems which are formed by 
juxtaposing disjoint copies of two information systems. For any two sets AI and A2, 
let A1 +~A2 =({1} x A~)u({2} x A2) and write injl :A~A~A2 and 
injE:A2~Al+wA2 for the functions given by injl(al)=(1, al) for aleA1 and 
injz(a2) =(2, az) for aEEAE. We also allow injections to be applied to sets; but then we 
drop the brackets around the argument, e.g. i fX c A~, inj~X= {(1,x) lx~X }. The set 
injections hould not be confused with their counter parts inn and in2 which are the 
injections associated with the sum construction on cpo's. 
Definition 2.8. Let ~41 and d2 be information systems. Thus we define their sum to be 
sJ1 +d2 =(C, Con, t-) where 
• C=Aau3A2, 
• XECon ,*~ 3Xl~Cond, .  X=injlX1 or 3Xz~Con~2. X=inj2X2, 
• X[-a ,*~ 3X l ,a  1 .X=injxXx & a=injl(al) & X1F-~ax or 
3X2,a2.X =injzX2 & a=injz(a2) & X2t-s¢2 a2. 
Theorem 2.9. Let d l  and d2 be information systems. Then d l  + ~2 is an information 
system and 1s¢1 + ~2 ] ~ [dl [ + 1~21 with isomorphism pair ¢s.,. : [dl + ~21 ---'~ 1~1 ["At- 1~21 
and Osum:[d~l["[-[~fff2[-"~[~l'~J~2[ given by 
, ,  finx(y) i fx=inj ly,  
~mtx~=~in2(y) if x=inj2y, 
Sinjly if x=in,(y),  
O~,r,(X) 
~mjzy if x=inz(y). 
Moreover, the operation + is continuous on information systems ordered by 4 .  
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For two sets A~ and Az we associate to their product Aa x A 2 projection functions 
rCl:A~ XAE---~A ~ and ~2:A lxA2~A2 given by ~zl(ax,a2)=a ~ and ~z~(a~,az)=a2. 
When applied to sets we drop the brackets. The product construction is straightfor- 
ward. 
Definition 2.10. Let ~/~ and ~'2 be information systems. Define their product to be 
~/l x d2 =(C, Con, ~-), where 
• C=A 1 x AE, 
• XECon ¢, n~X~Con~¢, & nzX~Con~,  
• XF-a .*~ nlX}-.~, nl(a) & ~z2Xt-~n2(a). 
Theorem 2.11. Let ~ffl and ~¢2 be information systems. Then ~1 x s¢2 is an information 
system and Idl x sJ2]- ~ ],5~11 [ X [,5~2 ] with isomorphism pair ~)prod:]~tl X ,5~2 I---.[,~ll x ],52~2 ] 
and O~,od :]~'l ] × ]dz]~ ]all X ~2 [ given by 
eprod(X) ~- (7I'1X , 7['2X )
¢.,oa(X) = ~(x)  × ~(x) .  
Moreover, the operation x is continuous on information systems ordered by ~.  
It is not possible to represent the space of continuous functions [Aa~Az] for 
arbitrary A2. However, the function spaces which arise in denotational semantics 
most often have the form D--*Ej_ where the range is lifted. This operation can be 
mimicked on arbitrary information systems. 
Definition 2.12. Let ~'1 and ~ be information systems. Define their lifted ['unction 
space to be d l  ~d2± =(C, Con, ~-), where 
• C =(Con~q\{O}) x Cond2 w {(0, 0)} 
• {(X1, Y1) . . . . .  (X., Y.)}eCon 
,~ VI~{1 .... ,n}. U {Xi]i~I}~Conj~ 0 {Yili~l}~C°ns¢~ , 
• {(Xl, Y,) . . . . .  (X., Y.)}[--(X, Y) 
.¢~ {(X,, Y1) . . . . .  (Xn, r.)} :~0 & (.J{Y, IXF-~c, Xi} t-~¢~ Y. 
Theorem 2.13. Suppose da and Sffz are information systems. Then dl--*d21 is an 
information system and Idl---~2J_] ~ [-]~11~1~2 l J-] with isomorphism pair 
~')fun¢: ]~cff1"~'5~2± ['--~[1~1 -'*[~2[± and 0i,,¢ : []~1 1---~1~2 L1-3---~1~1-"~'~211 given by 
¢~,.c(r) =,~x~ Idol. U { vl 3 u_~ x. (u, V)er}, 
Of,,¢(f) = {(/t, V)~(Cond,\{0}) x Con~2 [V~f(G)} w((0, 0)}. 
Moreover, the operation (all, sC2)~--~(dl ~ J2±)  is continuous on information systems 
ordered by 2 .  
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2.2. A construction for / / - types 
When it comes to give the denotational semantics we associate with each type an 
information system. In the previous section we introduced the constructions on 
information systems needed for giving semantics to all but H-types. 
Before defining this last construction we have to restrict ourselves to information 
systems with token sets from within some countable set 5 e which should be big 
enough to support all the constructions on information systems we do (including the 
construction fo r / /F  described below). In particular, we define 5e to be the least set 
satisfying 
0~5 ~, 
a, be5 e ~ (a, b)eSQ 
aeSP ~ (1,a)E5 a, 
b65g ~ (2, b)~Zg, 
aeSf  & o~¢~IS I" ~ (~¢,a)~5", 
where IS is defined to be those information systems which have tokens in 5 ~ and IS I~" 
consists of such information systems with finite token sets. Notice that, contrary to the 
collection of all information systems, the collection of information systems in IS form 
a set. So IS equipped with the ordering ~ is an ordinary cpo - not a large one. 
Definition 2.14. Let F : IS~IS  be a continuous function. Then we define 
/ /F  = (C, Con, ~-), where 
• (d ,a )~C ,~ d~lS  I~" & aeTokens(F(d)) ,  
• WECon ~ w~finc I~ VJ~IS .  {b l3~J . (~,b)EW}~Conv is ! ,  
• W~(~,a)~,  WsCon & s le lS  s~" & {b l3~d. (M,b)eW} ~-Fl~la. 
The above construction is based on the notion of finite elements of a cpo. In IS, 
these are exactly the information systems in IS Ii". 
Lemma 2.15. I f  F :IS--*IS is a continuous function then FIF defines an information 
system. 
Proof. Let HF =(C, Con, F-). It is routine to check that / /F  is an information system. 
First observe that the requirements on C, Con, and F- hold, e.g. C is countable, 
because IS s~" is countable which is due to the fact that 5 ~ is countable. 
Of the axioms, here we shall only verify that axiom 5 holds. Assume W, VECon, 
V (d ,a )~V.  WF-(d,a)  and V~-(~,d). Show Wl--(~,d). Since V~-(~,d) implies 
{bl3~----- 9 .  (N', b)~ V} ~--F(~)d the conclusion will follow if we can show 
Va~{bl3~-~.  (~, b)e V}. {b13~-~ .  (~, b)6 W} ~-F~I a. 
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So let (d ,  a)~ V and d___ @. From the assumption we know that W~-(d, a) and thus 
{bl3~.~d. (~,b)~W} F-F(~)a. By monotonocity of F, F(d)~_F(@), so it follows 
that {b [3~.,~ d .  (~, b)~ W} ['-F(D)a. NOW ~ is an information system, so according to 
axiom 5, {b[3~. (~,b)~W} ~Fig)a, since d ~  and {b[3~. (~,b)EW}~ 
COnF(~). [] 
At a first glance the construction of [IF may seem a little mysterious, but hopefully 
the intuition behind it becomes clearer when regarded in connection with the isomor- 
phism ~F~ [[IF]± in the theorem below. As we will see in the proof, the fact that we are 
dealing with finite information systems ensures the continuity of the functions in ~F. 
Theorem 2.16. Let F : IS--*IS be a continuous function. Define 
Then I[IF [1 ~- ~F with isomorphism pair 4),:IF IF I±---'NF and O,:NF--* I[IF I± given by 
c)n(u) = ; J~ IS .  {b I? ~-----:~" o~. (~, b)eu}, 
On(f) = { (~, b) lbef(~) & ~e lS  :~ }. 
Proof. Let F/F=(C, Con,~-). It is straightforward to check that ~bn and On are 
well-defined and it is clear from their definitions that both are monotone. So all we 
need to show now is that 4~, and On give a 1-1 correspondence. 
Let uellIFl±. Show On(4)n(U))=u. 
On(~)u(u)) =On(2J~lS. {bib ~ '~ :i%¢. (~, b)~ u}) 
={(J ,b)13~:~"~.(~,b)~u & ~IS:~"}. 
If u=O then Ou((pn(U))=O as required. Otherwise u~IHFI. If ~-~J ,  J~ IS  :i" and 
(~,b)~u then 
{d ] 3 ~ J .  (9, d) ~ { (~, b) } } = {b} ~-r(:l b, 
since b~Tokens(F(~))_Tokens(F(J)). By definition of ~-, {(~, b)}~-(~, b) and then, 
using the ~--closedness of u, we obtain (J ,  b)~u. Consequently, 
{(Y, b) I ~ ~ :~"J. (~, b)eu & Y~IS :~"} ~_ u. 
Obviously, equality can be obtained as (~, b)eu implies ~IS  :~". Thus 
O.(~.(u))=u. 
To show On(On(f ))=f, let f6~F.  
(on(On(f)) = (an ({(~, b) lbef(~) & ~e lS  :i" } 
=2 Je lS .  {b l3~:*" J .b~f (~)  & ~e lS  :~"} 
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By monotonicity of f we obtain 
U { f (~) l  ~ '~ I,. j}  _cf(j). 
Write J=  0]~,  where o¢o-----Jl----- ' - "~ "" is an co-chain in IS -ri". Since f is 
continuous we get 
f ( J )  =f  J j  =j 
Hence U { f (~)l ~<a si%¢ } =f  ( j ) .  Thus 
c~u(Ou(f))=~.JelS.f(oc)=f []
Like all the previous operations on information systems the H-construction is
continuous. 
Proposition 2.17. The operation H : [I S ~ IS] ~ IS is continuous. 
Proof, It is straightforward to check that the H-operator is monotone. To show 
continuity we just have to prove Unso~HF.=H(II,~o~F.) holds for an arbitrary 
co-chain of continuous functions FoE_F1 E_ ... EF, E_ .... By monotonicity of H, 
so using Remark 2.4 we see that it suffices to show 
T°kens(H(~Uo F,))=T°kens(~U HF~ )" 
This follows easily using that least upper bounds of information systems are taken 
coordinatewise, i.e. Tokens(U,,~o)HFn)=()~e,o Tokens(HF~). [] 
3. The language 
The syntactic ategories and the meta-variables ranging over constructs of each are 
as follows: 
X, Y, Z will range over type variables in TVar, 
z, ~, 7' will range over types in Types, 
x, y, z will range over variables in Vat, and finally 
t, s will range over terms in Terms. 
The types are given by 
z ::= 0 I r l * r2  [ r1-0~2 I ~1+r2 I X I /~X.T I HX.r, 
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where X is a type variable in TVar. The type 0 will have no values; all the terms of this 
type will diverge. The set of free type variables FTV(z) of a type z can be defined 
straightforwardly b structural induction. Only the recursive type operator # and the 
polymorphic type operator H bind a type variable. For any two types z and 7 we 
define the substitution r[7/Z ] where Z is a type variable. The intended meaning is 
that 7 is substituted for each free occurrence of Z in z. We assume that the substitution 
function behaves well, i.e. in (HX. Z) [X/Z]  the bound occurrence of X is renamed to 
a fresh variable Y, so the resulting type is H Y. X. 
Terms of our language have the following abstract syntax: 
t : :=  • I (tl,t2) l fst(t) [ snd(t) l 
X I Axr . t  I (tl t2) I 
inl(t) l inr(t) I caset ofinl(Xl).tl, inr(x2).t2 I
intro(t) [ elim(t) [ 
!"02 X r . t ] 
AX. t  l t{z} 
where x, xl and xz are variables in Vat, z is a type in Types, and X is a type variable in 
TVar. Design decisions will to some extent be discussed later. 
Types are parts of the syntax of terms, so we can extend FTV and the substitution 
for types to terms in the obvious way. The set of free variables FV(t) of a term t is 
defined in a straightforward manner: The binding operations are 2-abstractions, 
tee-definitions and case-constructions. The term case t ofinl(xl), t~, inr(x2), t2 has free 
variables F V(t) u (F V(t I )\{X 1 }) k_)(F V(t2) \{x  2 }). 
Not all terms are meaningful. Hence we should identify those which are - that is, the 
typable terms. A term t is said to be typable if and only if F ~-s t : r can be deduced by 
the typing rules for some environment F (a partial function from variables to types), 
a set of type variables S, and a type ~. We use F[z/x] for the environment which 
applied to x gives r and otherwise behaves like F. At this point we present only the 
rules concerning recursive and universal types. The remaining rules can be found in 
Appendix A. 
F t-st: z [#X.  ~/X] 
[intro,yp¢] 
F F-s intro(t): #X.  r 
[elimtype] F F-st: pX.  z 
F ~-z elim(t): r [/~X. z/X] 
[Lambdatype] F ~-zt: r if X does not occur free in the type 
F~s , ,{x}AX. t : I IX .z  ofa f reevar iab leo f t  
[App ly typ~]  F ~s  t: l - IX.  z 
if FTV(a) ~_ 
F I--,~ t{o'} : z[(r/X] 
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The condit ion on [Lambdatype] is standard in the l iterature on polymorphic  )~- 
calculus. We need it in many of the proofs. The term constructors intro and elim serve 
as names of the isomorphisms between a recursive type pX. r  and its unfolding 
~[~x.~/x]. 
In handl ing polymorphism in the proofs we must take the free type variables 
seriously. We shall prove a lot of results involving free type variables by rule 
induction 1on the typing rules, so we need a way of control l ing them. This is what X is 
used for. Considering the rules without 2~, we would have a problem: To make some 
proofs go through, it would be necessary for the free type variables attached to the 
premise of a typing rule to form a subset of those attached to the conclusion. But this 
property can neither be achieved using the free type variables of the type as "control", 
nor using the free type variables of the term. / The side condit ions involving Z are 
necessary to make the lemmata 3.1-3.3 hold. 
Notice that due to the sum introduct ion rules [inltyp~] and [inrtyp,] typing is not 
unique. However, there is a correspondence between some terms (namely the con- 
structors) and their types, e.g. an inl of something has always a sum type, a 2- 
abstract ion has function type, etc. 
F rom now on we only consider typable terms, F I-xt: z. If F is the empty function 
we will write F-zt: r. Similarly, we write FF--t: z if Z is empty. The following lemmata 
are all proved by rule induction on the typing rules. 
Lemma 3.1. I f  F ~-zt: z then FTV(z)  ~ 2. 
Lemma 3.2. I f  F ~zt :  z then FTV(t )  c_ Z. 
Lemma 3.3. I f  F F-z t: z and x6FV( t )  then FTV(F(x))~_ X. 
Example. Assuming we have a basic type N of natural  numbers, the type of lists over 
natural numbers can be defined by 
L -oe f#Y. (O+N* Y). 
For  this type d im and intro can be thought of as maps 
elim 
L< >O+N*L .  
intro 
The empty list can be defined as 
Nil - def intro (ini (o)) 
1 Viewed abstractly, instances of rules have the form (O/x) or ({x 1 ..... x, }/x). Given a set of rule instances R, 
we write IR for the set defined by R consisting of precisely those elements for which there is a derivation, get 
P be a property. The general principle of rule induction then says that VxeIR. P(x) iff for all rule instances 
(X/y) in R for which X c_ IR, (VxeX. P(x)) ~ P(y), i.e. rule induction works by showing properties are 
preserved by the rules (see [10]). 
2This can be seen from the rules [fSt.yp~] and [Lambda,ype]. In the former, FTV(rl * r2) = FTV(rl) may be 
the case, and in the latter. FTV(tl ~ FTV(AX. tl is usually the case. 
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and the consing operation Cons: N* L~L as 
Cons  ~ def ~.pN* L intro(inr(p)). 
These operations allow us to build up finite lists of type L: 
Nil 
Cons(n1, Nil) 
Cons (n x, Cons(n2, Nil)) 
Since we are working with a lazy language we can also have partial and infinite lists. 
For example the partial list 1 :: 2 :: t can be defined by 
Cons(l, Cons(2, rec x L . x) ), 
while an infinite list consisting of only l's can be defined by 
rec x L . Cons(I, x). 
We also want to define functions on lists, most often with the help of a case 
construction. Informally, Case ( f l , fa )  1 yields f l  in the case where the l is t / is  empty 
and f2 (x, I') in the case where it is Cons(x, l'). It is definable by 
Case -: aef 2.f ~*~N* L-~). ),l L" case dim(I) of inl(x 1). fst (f), inr(xa), snd(f) Xa. 
Example. A type of polymorphic lists is definable by 
PL= d~fHX. I~Y. (O+ X * Y). 
Let L~=aef l~Y . (O+r*  Y), so, in particular, LN is the type of lists over natural 
numbers. As before we can realise the usual list-constructions. The polymorphic 
empty list is defined by 
PNil --- ~ef AX.  intro (inl(e)), 
while the polymorphic eonsing operation PCons :HX.  (X  * Lx -~Lx)  is defined by 
PCons =- da AX . 2p x* Lx . intro(inr(p)). 
As in the previous example we can define a case construction 
PCase - da AX.  2.f ~*lx* Lx~l .  )3L,. case dim(l) of inl(x 1). fst (f), inr(x2), snd(f) x2. 
4. Operational semantics 
The operational semantics is given in a Martin-L6f, or natural semantics, style. 
Hence, we specify the canonical forms which are the goals of the evaluation. 
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Canonical forms C~ are closed terms of type z given inductively by 
( t l ,  t2 )eCr l , r  2 if ~- r t l :  z" 1 8¢. I---r t2: z2, 
2x ~1 . teC , ,~2 if F-x2x ~ . t: ca ~v2, 
inl(t)~C~,+~: if t-zt: Zl, 
inr(t)eC~+~ if F-zt: z2, 
intro(c)e C~,x ~ if c~Cqux~/x3,  
AX.teCITx.~ if F-~AX.t :  HX.z .  
The term • of type 0 denotes the diverging computation; that is why it is not 
canonical. Notice that t-zt:z implies that t is closed. Already now one can see that 
evaluation is going to be carried out lazily. This is reflected in the rules for C:,,~ 2 and 
C~1+~2 where we only require that the terms are closed. 
Concerning the canonical forms of H-types, we actually had a choice to make. We 
have chosen to treat the two abstractions similarly. Alternatively, we could demand 
the body of the A-abstraction to be canonical as in e.g. [1]. This is often the case in 
actual implementations, and indeed it makes sense: Since evaluation is independent of
types, it is no problem to evaluate terms containing free type variables. Our results 
hold with this alternative definition, too. See Appendix B for an outline. 
Having decided what the canonical forms should be there is not very much choice 
left in defining the evaluation relation ~ between closed terms and canonical forms: 
[Cfos] 
[fStos] 
[sndos] 
[applyos] 
[caseols] 
[case2~] 
[intrOos] 
[elimo~] 
if c is a canonical form 
C'.--.~C 
t~( t l , t2 )  t l-~c 
fst(t)-~c 
t--,(tl,t2) t2---~c 
snd(t)~c 
tl-"*);X "cl . t' t ' [ t2 /x ]~c  
(t 1 t2)-'-~C 
t--*inl(t') tl [ t ' /x l ]  ~c  
ease tof inl(xl), tl,inr(x2), t2~c  
t--*inr(t') t z [ t ' /x2]~c  
ease tof inl(xl), tl, inr(x2), t2~c  
t ----~ ¢
intro(t)--*intro(c) 
t ~ int ro  (c) 
elim(t)~c 
if F-xtl : Zl~Z2 
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t [rec x'.  t/x] ~e  
[reco~] 
rec  x r . t ~ c 
[Applyos] t - - ,AX,  t' t ' [a /X]~c  
t{o}-,c 
Notice again the laziness in e.g. [-applyos] where we do not evaluate t2 before 
substituting it for x, which we should certainly have done if we had chosen an eager 
evaluation strategy. 
Evaluation is deterministic and preserves types. 
Propos i t ion  4.1. Let t be a closed term and c, cx, and c2 canonical forms. Then 
1. t-~c & I-~t: z implies H~c: z, 
2. t--~c I & t---~c 2 implies Cl ~C 2. 
Notice that we use = for syntactical equivalence up to renaming of bound variables 
and type variables. 
Proof. By rule induction on the operational semantics. [] 
5.  Denotat iona l  semant ics  
In the area of denotational semantics terms are often interpreted as elements of 
some complete partial order. This idea will be pursued here. We interpret ypes as 
information systems, and from these we construct a cpo in which terms will be 
interpreted. This construction is based on the fact that each information system gives 
rise to a cpo namely that consisting of its elements. Essentially, the denotations of 
terms will just be such elements. 
5.1. Semantics o f  types 
A type may contain free type variables, so we need a type environment which 
assigns to each of these an information system. Thus we define the cpo of type 
environments TEnv to consist of 
Z : TVar - *  IS  
ordered pointwise. We are now in a position to give semantics to types, i.e. define the 
information system associated with a type. We do this by structural induction: 
V~0~ Z = (0, {0}, 0) (also called 0), 
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v Ex] z=z(x),  
vE~x. ~ z =~, Je /s .  vii i] z[J IX],  
V~HX.~z=HF±,  whereF=2Y6IS .  V~T~Z[Y/X]. 
All operations on the right-hand sides are operations on information systems. The 
lifting in the clauses for product, arrow, and sum reflect hat evaluation is lazy: A term 
of product (sum) type can perfectly well have diverging component(s) without di- 
verging itself. In the operational semantics this corresponds to, e.g. that (ti,t2) is 
canonical whatever tl and t2 are. Similarly, a function need not diverge just because its 
argument does: It might never evaluate the argument! 
Since information systems (IS) ordered by <l form a cpo, we have a tool for solving 
recursive domain equations. The semantics of a recursive type definition #xX.r is 
simply the ___-least fixed point of ~¢~-+V[~r~ Z[ J /X ] in IS. Concerning the construc- 
tion HF for polymorphic types we can now give a natural interpretation. According to 
the isomorphism [HE I± ~-NF of Theorem 2.16, an element of the former gives rise to 
a function 
f: IS-+ ~ I J I±, where f ( J )  el g~r] z [ J /x ]  I±. 
Je lS 
Thinking of information systems as types we see that f itself corresponds to abstrac- 
tion over types and application o f f  corresponds to instantiation of the polymorphic 
type. This intuition is valuable to keep in mind when reading the denotational 
semantics of terms. 
For V~ ~( to be well-defined we should (by structural induction of the type) check 
that it is continuous as a function of 7,. Referring to a well-known meta-language this 
is obvious for all defining clauses because all operations used are continuous (see 
Section 2). 
The following lemmata re typical semantic results that one always would expect o 
hold - an "agreement" lemma and a "substitution" lemma. The proofs are straightfor- 
ward by structural induction on the type ~. 
Lemma 5.1 (agreement). If ~ and X' agree on the free variables of ~ then 
v~ -/. = v~ ;<'. 
Lemma 5.2 (substitution). Let 3, 7 be types and Z a type variable. Then 
V~r[°t/Z] ~ Z = VEt ] Z[ Vlb'~ z/Z]. 
The cpo of values of type ~ with respect to the type environment )~is now defined to 
be the cpo of elements 
v~.,= Iv[l'~ zl. 
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5.2. Semantics of terms 
As we have seen typing is not unique so to be able to say where the denotations of 
terms should lie, we give denotations to typ ings-  not just terms. Moreover, denota- 
tions have to be given with respect to environments for both the free variables and the 
free type variables. 
The co-domain of the denotational semantics, which we will denote Den, is built up 
from the complete partial orders lJ l±,  where J ranges over information systems in IS. 
The first attempt of letting Den be simply the union UJels IJl± can easily be rejected 
because this is not a cpo. By changing the union to be discrete we do obtain a cpo. 
Unfortunately, this cpo does not allow us to compare denotations when the type 
environment, and hence the information system, varies. Our solution is to define the 
co-domain of the denotational semantics to be 
Den = { ( J ,  d) I ~ IS & d~ IJl, } 
and equip it with the ordering (J l ,dl)~<(J=, dz) iff J l<a J2 & dl --- d2. It is quite easy 
to see that this defines a cpo. The intuition behind Den is that the type z of a term 
together with the environment Z for the free type variables determine the information 
system V~z~ Z defined in the previous subsection. The denotation of a typing with 
environments is then a pair with this information system as its first component and an 
element of it (or the empty set) as second component. The bottom element 0 of 
I V~z~/,Is corresponds to a diverging computation. 
The cpo of environments for the free variables Env consists of 
p : Var -+Den 
ordered pointwise. Denotations can in our framework not be given for arbitrary 
typings, environments, and type environments. Given a typing F F-z t: z and environ- 
ments p and Z, we want the denotation to have first component V[z~/,. In order for 
this to work, the environment p must associate reasonable denotations to the free 
variables. As an example consider the denotation p(x) of the typing F [z/x] F-z x:z in 
a context given by p and Z. Following the remark above, the first component of p(x) 
must be V~z~ Z. This motivates that the connection between the typing and the 
environments p and Z should be 
Vx~FV(t).p(x)=(V~F(x)~ Z, d) for some d, 
and hence that we should define the domain Dora of the denotational semantics to be 
the subset 
Dora = {(F F-z t: ~, p, z) lVxeFV(t), p(x)=(VEF(x) ~Z, d) for some d} 
of Typings x Env x TEnv. We turn Dora into a cpo by giving it the coordinatewise 
ordering. To summarize, the denotation ~-I should be a continuous function 
~-~ : [Dom--+Den]. 
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Instead of writing the denotation as [(F ~z t :T, p, Z)]] we will write [IF t-z t : r~ PZ 
which we think is easier to read. In the following the function proj extracts the second 
component of a pair. We are now able to present the denotational semantics. 
Comments are given below. 
rod+] ~r ~z.:  o~ pz =(vEo~ z, O) 
[pairds] IF [--_r (/1, t2): 31 * 32~ PX 
=(v[31.32I)~, 
Oprod(O.s,(proj[r ~-zt1: 31I pz), O.j.,(projl r F-st2:32~ Pz))) 
[fstds] ~-r F-x fst(t) : 31 ~ PZ 
let v ~ proj~F t-z t: 31 * 32~ PZ. ~5ujt(Th (~)p~oa(V)))) 
[Sndd,] IF t-zsnd(t) : 32~ PZ 
let v ~ proj ~F F-st: 3a * 3z~ PZ. 4)uft(n2(4)prod(V)))) 
[vard~] [IF ~-z x : 3~ PZ = p(x) 
[lambdad~] ~F b-z2x ~' . t:z~ ~r2~ PZ 
= ( V~31-r 32~ Z, 
0z,,~(2de I V[-3, ~ Zz I. proj IF [zliX]l--z t: 32~ p [( v[31 ~ z, 
~.z,(d))/x] Z)) 
[applya~] IF F-s(tl t2) : 32~ PZ 
=(t/I32~z, 
let v ~ pro j~Ft-zt l : r1~zz~pz.( )c~.dv)  
(Ouyt(proj~F F-stz : 31~ PZ))) 
[inlay] [IF ~-sinl(t): 3~ +32~ PX 
=(rE31 +32~Z, 
O,~m(inl(Ouyt(proj~F t-zt  : za ~ PZ)))) 
[inrd~] IF F-zinr(t) : zl +32~ PZ 
= (VI31 --~- 321 X, 
O~m(in2(Ouyt(proj ~Fk-st: 32~ PZ)))) 
[cased,] IF F-zcase t of inl(xl).tl, inr(x2).t2:r~p'z 
let v ~ pro j~Ft -z t : r l+r2~pz.  
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case 4~su,,(v) 
of inl(vl), proj~ff[Zl/Xl][-~t I :z~ p[(V~Zl~ Z, ~uft(v,))/xl]zI 
inz(v2), projIV [z2/x2] ~-z t2 : z~ p [(VVFz2~ Z, c~u:,(v2))/x2] Z)
[intr%s] I F [--z intro(t) : #X . z ] pz  = I F [ - z  t: ~ [ t2X . z/ X ] ~ pZ 
[elimd~] ~F F- z dim(t): z [ #X.  ~/X ] ~ PZ = ~I" F- z t : I~X. z~ PZ 
[recd.] IF F-z rec x ~ .t :~  PZ 
= z ,  
,ariel v~z~ z l l .  proj~rD/x] ~-st: ¢~ p[(V~¢l z, d)/x]z) 
[Lambdaas] ~F~-z , , I x}AX. t :F IX .z lp  Z 
=(vEux.  z, 
Olift( OFl(~L~,cg E IS .  proj IF ~-z t : z~ PZ [ J /  X ] ))) 
[Applyd~ ] ~F [ -z t{a} 'z [a /X]~ PZ 
let v ~ proj ~F ~-z t: FIX. z~ PZ. q~n(qbuft(v))(V~a~ Z)) 
It would be a big exaggeration to claim that the semantics looks nice. However, the 
isomorphisms (the q~'s and O's) are present just to switch between operations on cpo's 
and information systems, and if one ignores them the readability increases and the 
semantics looks as one would expect. It will be proved in Proposition 5.3 below that 
this juggling around with isomorphisms makes sense. 
It might surprise the reader that, apparently, no liftings occur in the second 
components of the clauses for the canonical forms (i.e. in the clauses [pairds], 
[lambdad~], [inlay], [inrd~] and [Lambdaa~]). But, in fact, with the interpretation we 
use for lifting of a cpo of elements (cf. Section 2), these second components are lifted: 
They are all elements of some information system J ,  i.e. they lie in [J[ and are hence 
different from the bottom element 0. So the interpretation for lifting has many 
notational advantages but also the drawback that liftings become invisible. 
Notice that the denotations of intro(t) and elim(t) are defined to be just that of t. So 
from a denotational point of view these terms are redundant and could be removed 
from the syntax. The intuition behind the clauses [Lambdaa~] and [Applyd~-] should 
be clear from the remarks in the previous ubsection. 
The following proposition shows that the denotational semantics i well defined. 
Proposition 5.3. For an arbitrary typing F I-zt : z and environments p and Z in Dom, 
E F ~zt :  zl Pz=(VE ~]z, d) 
for some dE(V~,x) ±. 
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Proof. The proof is by rule induction on the typing rules. Obviously, the induction 
hypothesis must be strengthened: In the defining clauses for [lambdads], [recd~] and 
[Lambdad~] certain functions must be continuous in order to make ~bf,,~, the fixed 
point operator #, and On work properly. Hence, referring again to the meta-language, 
we show simultaneously that the denotation is continuous in its variables. For all 
rules this follows immediately from the induction hypothesis because verything is
builp up in accordance with this meta-language. Remember that the isomorphisms as 
well as proj and V are continuous. 
By rule induction we now proceed by showing that the "book-keeping" works all 
right, i.e. that things lie where we expect hem to. This is not done for all rules - we do 
not want to bore the reader! For each rule we argue that the denotation of its 
conclusion F ~-zt: z satisfies 
1. the first component is V~r~ Z, and 
2. the second component lies in (I~,z) ±. 
[vartyp~]: By the assumption p(x)=(V[F(x)~ )~, d) for some d~(Vrl~).x) and since 
denotations are given for legal typings only we know that F(x)=z. Thus (1) and (2) 
follow. 
[Lambda,ype]: The typing considered is F ~-z,,,Ix}AX. ~. :I IX. r. Again (1) follows 
directly. Now let Je lS .  The term AX. t  and the environments p and ;Z fit the 
condition of Dora. Hence 
VxsFV(AX.  t).p(x)=(V[F(x)~ )~, d) for some d. 
The condition t, p and X[ j /X ]  should fulfil is 
Vx6FV(t).p(x)=(V[F(x)~ Z[J /X],  d) for some d, 
but by the side condition on the typing rule, X does not occur free in the type of F(x), 
so by the agreement Lemma 5.1 for Vwe see that V~F(x)~ X[J /X]  = V~F(x)~ )~. Thus 
the condition is fulfilled and we can apply the induction hypothesis: 
for some dc(V~,z[j/x3) I. The functionality of the function in [Lambdad~] is now 
IS--*[V~r~Z[J/X]J± so after applying On we obtain something in [IlFI., where 
F=2J .  VEr~Z[J/X]. Application of 0ul, results in an element in 
[HE__[ ~_ [IIF. l±=(Vrlx.~.z)l. Hence (2) holds. [] 
The proposition above shows that, in fact, the first component of the denotation is
superfluous. It can be read directly from the type r of the term and the type 
environment 7.. This allows us to simplify the notation and only write the second 
component. We also use this simplified notation when applying and updating an 
environment p: If p(x)= (J, d) we think of p(x) to be just d, and when updating p we 
write p [d/x] instead of p [(3~, d)/x]. 
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Now we present he semantics in this simplified form and expand out most of the 
isomorphisms. 
[paird~] 
[fsta~] 
[Sndds] 
[vards] 
[lambdaa~] 
[applya~] 
[inl~] 
[inra~] 
[cas%~] 
EF i-z • : 0~ pz=0 
~F i-z(tl,  t2): 171 * T2~ jo~( 
= o~,o~io , ,s , (~r  i-~t, :~d pz), 0,,s,( Ir i-z t2 :~2~ pz)) 
~F i-z fst(t): zl ~ PZ 
= let v ~ EF i-z t : rl * z2~ PZ. ff~llft(l~l (if)prod(1)))) 
IF i-zsnd(t) :r2~ PZ 
= le t  v ~ IF i-zt:ra * z2~ PZ. e,z,(~2(~,od(v))) 
[ri- x:~ pz=p(x)  
IF  i -  z £x ~' . t : zl ~'c2~ PZ 
-- Oz..d2d~l V[z,~ z,I. ~F[z,/x]i-zt : z~ p[e,,s,(d)/x]x) 
={(U, V)10#U~Con,,_L & V_c ~r[ ' r , /x ] i - z t : ' r2}  
p[e , , i , (O) /x]z}  u {(O, O)} 
IF i-ZUl r2): z2~ pz 
=let v ~ y[ r i - z t , : .~x-~pz .ee . .4~) (o , ,e , (~r i - z t2 :~dpx) )  
~r i-zinl(0 : Zl + ~2~ PZ 
= O,.,.(in~(O.z,(Er % t: .r~ ~ pz))) 
= {(1, ax) [a, ~_ "ri" ~r i-zt : r,~ PZ} 
IF i- zinr(t): z~ + r2~ PZ 
= O~.m(in2(Ouf~([F t-z t: z2~ PZ))) 
={(2,az) la2 c-z'"IF i - z t : z2}  PZ} 
IF i-zease t of inl(x~), ti, inr(x~), t~ :r~ PZ 
=let v ~ ~F~zt :z l+z2~pz .  
case qSs,m(v ) of ini(vx). ~r[z~/xa] i -  z t, :r~ p [ ~)lift(1)l)/X1] zl 
inz(v2). ~I" [z2/x2] i-z t2 : z'~ p [ ¢uf,(V2)/x2] Z
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[introds] 
[elimd~l 
[recd,] 
[Lambdad~] 
[Applya~] 
IF t- z intro(t) : #X.  v] PZ = ~F ~-z t : z [ t~X. t /X  ] ~ PZ 
IF F-z elim(t): t [ #X.  v/X ] ~ PZ = [~F ~-z t: pX .  r~ PZ 
EF F-zree x ~. t: t ~ PZ-- ~delV~t E x li. EF D/x] mzt:  ~1 p [d/x] Z 
~F F-z',,,,x l AX .  t : FIX. v~ PZ 
=Ouct(On(2Y~IS. ~F F-zt: r~ pZ[Y /X] ) )  
={ Wl Wc- J~"{(s~,a) laeEFF-z t :v lpz [s~/X]&de lS~"}} 
Er ~t{~}: vEo/X]l pz 
= let v ~ ~F t - r t :  FIX. v~ PZ. gbn(dpus,(v))(V~a~ "/.) 
= {a l td .< z,. v[[~ z. (so, a)~ U ~F ~-x t: FIX. "r I P Z} 
5.3. Useful results 
The results presented in this section mostly come in pairs: An agreement lemma, 
showing denotations are the same if environments agree on free variables, and 
a substitution lemma. They can all be proved by rule induction. 
In the formulation of the lemmata below, F, p and Z are of course not arbitrary; they 
should fit the definition of Dom. So in fact the statements should rather be something 
like "if the left-hand side makes sense then so does the right-hand side (and vice versa), 
and these are equal". 
Lemma 5.4. I f  FF -z t : r  and Z~_Z'  then FF -z ' t : t  and 
~r ~-zt: vlpz=~r ~-~,t: v~ py. 
Lemma 5.5 (agreement). l f F F-z t: v and F and F' agree on the free variables of a term 
t then F' F- z t : z and 
IF t-z t : t~ PZ = [FF' F-z t : r~ pz. 
Lemma 5.6 (agreement). I f p and p' agree on the free variables of t then 
[r ~-~t: ~l pz= Er ~t :  ~ p'z. 
Lemma 5.7 (agreement). Suppose F t -z t :z .  I f  7. and Z' are type environments which 
agree on Z then 
EF ~-z t : t~ PZ = E F F-z t : t I PZ'. 
Lemma 5.8 (substitution). Let s be a closed term with t-z s : (r and assume t is a term 
such that Fief~z] F-zt: z. Then F F-zt[s/z ] : z and 
~r ~r t[s/~] :~I pz = ErD/z ]  k-zt : ~ pEE~ ~ s : ~ pz/z]z. 
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Before stating the next lemma we introduce some notation for updating the types 
associated to the free variables by F. Let F['?/Z] be the environment given by 
F[y/Z]  (x)= F(x)[),/Z] for all variables x in the domain of F. 
Lemma 5.9 (substitution). Let 7 be a type, Z a type variable and suppose that F F-zt : ~. 
Then F[7/Z] ~- t[7/Z] : z[7,/Z] and 
6. Equivalence of operational and denotational semantics 
Terms can either converge or diverge. Operationally, convergence corresponds to 
the existence of a canonical form to which the term evaluates. Denotationally, 
convergence is only defined for closed terms that can be typed with empty Z. This is 
because we want the definition to be independent of the environments. Here conver- 
gence corresponds to the denotation being different from the bottom element, i.e. the 
empty set. Formally we define convergence of a term t with ~-t:~ by 
t+ i f f~c . t~c ,  
t~ iff D - t :T~p~¢0 for arbitrary p~Env, 7~TEnv. 
We have two goals in this section. Firstly, we prove that the operational semantics 
is sound with respect o the denotational semantics (Proposition 6.2). Secondly, we 
prove that the two notions of convergence coincide. 
The following lemma states that canonical forms converge denotationally. This 
should certainly hold if the notions of convergence should coincide. 
Lemma 6.1. l f  c~C~ and ~-zc : T then cl). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the canonical forms. In the rule for C~x.~, the 
result follows immediately by the induction hypothesis, ince the denotation of intro(c) 
equals that of c. For all other rules we simply notice that the denotations are of the 
form Oult(d), Oproa(d), Oi,,c(d), or Os, m(d), and hence elements of some information 
system. Thus they are nonempty. 
Soundness of the operational semantics with respect o the model is quite easy to 
establish. Modulo the substitution lemmata and the previous lefnma we only need 
that the isomorphisms are each other's inverse. The proof proceeds by rule induction 
on the operational semantics. 
Proposition 6.2 (soundness). I f  t~c  and I--t :'r then 
,for any closed term t and canonical form csC,.  
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The first half of the convergence r sult follows now as a corollary of Proposition 6.2 
and Lemma 6.1. 
Corollary 6.3. I f  F-t : z and t J, then t~. 
It now remains to show the converse result which is much harder to prove. Instead of 
showing that the denotational convergence of a term implies its operational conver- 
gence, we have to show that a stronger, more detailed, relation of "approximation" 
holds between the denotational and operational behaviour of a term. In a language 
without polymorphic and recursive types such a logical relation can be defined by 
structural induction on types [10]. But here, the situation is complicated by the 
additional types, and the complexity of these prevents us from simply extending the 
relation. Instead we take advantage of the fact that we are working with a concrete 
representation. 
Recall the definition of the set 5 ~ in Section 2.2 and define the function s ize:Seato 
inductively by 
size(O) = 1, 
slze(al, a2) -= 1 + size(al ) + size(a2), 
stze(1, al ) = 1 + size( a l ), 
stze(2, a2) = 1 + size(a2), 
stze(sl, a)= 1 +size(a), 
s~ze(X) = 1 + ~ size(a), where X is finite and nonempty. 
aEX 
Information systems representing closed types are certainly in IS, i.e. they have their 
tokens in 5 P. So the function size is defined for all tokens in V~z~ g for any closed 
type ~ and type environment g. The logical relation defined in the following lemma 
plays the key role in the remaining part of this section. 
Lemma 6.4. For each closed type z there exists a relation ~ between tokens of V~r~ X 
and C~ with the following properties: 
• (al,a2)~z,,r2(tl,t2) iffaa ~r, tl & a2 ~r2t2, 
• (U, V)erl_~22x ~'.t ! f fVt l  closed. U u ~, t l  ~ v~t [ t l /x ] ,  
• (1, al)Er~+r~inl(t) i f fal  ~r,t ,  
• (2, a2)er,+r2inr(t)/ffa2 ~z t, 
• a ~,x.~ intro(c) iff a e,~ [ ,x .  r/x] c, 
• V ~nx.~ AX.  t i f f  V (d ,  a)~ V, a closed, d '< V~a] Z ~ {a} < ff~ix] t [a/X],  
where we, for U a subset of tokens of V~z~Z and t a closed term, write U <, t  as an 
abbreviation for 
Vb~U.3c~C~.(b  ~.~c &t~c) .  
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Proof. The proof is by well-founded recursion on the size of tokens and the structure of 
canonical forms ordered lexicographically. Without going into details we must check 
that each clause ae~ c is defined in terms of tokens a' and canonical forms c' where either 
size(d) < size(a) or size(d)= size (a) & c'~,c, where ~ denotes tructural size of terms. In 
all clauses except in that for e~x~ the size of tokens goes down, and in the defining clause 
for ~x.~, c-<intro(c) ensures that the lexicographic order decreases. So there is a good 
reason for having some syntax in connection with recursive types. [] 
Notice that e¢ could not have been defined by structural induction on types. This is 
due to the clauses for recursive and polymorphic types which would be defined in 
terms of themselves when considering e.g. e~x. x, or enx x with a-  FIX. X. 
Beforre stating the next lemma we introduce some notation. For a closed type z let 
t--¢ and J-¢~ denote entailment in the information systems V~z~Z and (V~T~Z)±, 
respectively. The next lemma points out a connection between entailment and the 
logical relation defined above and is used in the proof of Proposition 6.7. 
Lemma 6.5. Let W6Con((V~z~Z)±). I f  W~-~la and U w <~t then a <~t. 
Proof. We can show by well-founded induction on s ize(Ww{a})  and the structural 
size of c ordered lexicographically that 
W[-¢la & U w <<.¢c ~ a ~¢c (1) 
for W~Con((V~z~Z)±) and c~C¢. The lemma follows from this because WF-¢a  
implies U w~-* a so if U W is empty then so is a. Hence in this case the lemma holds 
vacuously. Otherwise U Wis nonempty so by the definition of ~<¢ we obtain a unique 
canonical form c such that t~c  and b ~ c for all b~ U W. Hence U W <¢c. Using (1) we 
get a <¢c and hence a <¢t since t~c.  The proof of (1) is very technical and not 
essential for the understanding of the later proofs, so we omit it. [] 
We are now ready to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.6. I f  t is a closed term such that ~-t : z then t i) implies t i. 
By the definiton of < ~ the theorem follows directly from the proposition below. Just 
notice that we can choose the lists of variables and type variables to be empty. 
We need a short notation for sequences. A sequence al . . . . .  a, will be referred to by 
_a where the length of the sequence will be clear from the context. As shorthand 
notation for the sequential updating of environments or syntax substitution 
[a l /x l ]  ... [a,/x,] we will simply write [a/x_]. 
Proposition 6.7. Let F ~-rt : z and suppose all the free variables oft  are among z 1 . . . . .  z k 
and F(zi)=al. Suppose Z is a subset of{Z1 . . . . .  Zl} and let )'1 . . . . .  ?l be closed types. I f  
J l  . . . . .  o¢ t are information systems uch that 
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and vi~(V~,,z[4/z])_ and ~-zsi" ai[7/Z_ ] such that 
then 
U1 ~ a, ['r;/'Z_ ] St ,  "'" , Vk ~ a,[;,,'Z] Sk 
Er ~z t: rE p [-v/_~] z [ j /_z]  <,e~_,,,,z_] t [Z/g] [s_/_z]. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by rule induction on the typing rules. In establishing the 
induction hypothesis in the various cases below, we can without loss of generality 
assume that zt . . . . .  Zk are precisely the free variables of t: Having obtained the result 
for precisely the free variables, we can use Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 to deduce the result for 
a larger set of variables. Similarly, using Lemma 5.7 we can without loss of generality 
assume X= {ZI . . . . .  Zl}. The proof may seem overwhelming. However, the indenta- 
tion makes it easy to identify the key cases which are [lambda,ype], [applytype], 
[reCtyp~], [Lambda~yp~], and [Apply,yp~]. 
[-Olype][ Using the denotational semantics we immediately get 
[ r  ~zo-0~pz=O ~<oO. 
[vartype]: Since x is the only free variable in x the assumption here is that F ~-zx 'z ,  
ve(V~, Z[_J/_Z])I and v< @/z_] s. From the denotational semantics, 
[ r  ~-z x. ~ p [-v/_z ] [_y/z_ ] = v, 
so the desired result follows directly by the assumption, since x [7/Z_ ] [s/_z]- s. 
[pair,ype]: Let (at, a2)e IF ~-z(tl, t2): ~1 * rz~ p [_v/g] Z [ _J/Z_ ]. Applying the 
induction hypothesis gives 
[ r  ~z  tt '~1~ p [-v/_z ] z [y_/_z] ~ ~,E,~,,zl t, [~,_/z_] [s_/z_], 
Er ~z t~. ~ p [-v/_z] z [J_/_z] ~< ~E~,,,'zl t~ [z/Z_ ] [s_/z_]. 
From the denotational semantics we know that aa c_ I~. [IF ~z  tl"Z~]] p[-v/z_] Z [ _J/_Z] 
and a2 c_ ~i, [[rl--zt2:r2)p Iv/z] z [4/z_ ]. Hence al and az are related in the sense of 
the equations above to the terms tt [Z/g] [s/z] and tz [z/Z_ ] Is/z_], respectively. From 
the definition of ~(,,.~)b_,/'_z] we see that 
(a 1, a2) ~(~,. ~;) [;,,/_z] (t i [7/'_ Z ] [sI_z ], t 2 [7/_ Z ] [s/z ] ). 
The pair (tt[7/Z_][s/z_], tE[7/Z][s_/z_]) is closed and hence a canonical form, so we 
conclude 
[fSt,ype]: Let a te [F  ~-zfst(t):Zl~ pEr/zig [J/_Z]. We require a canonical form 
c such that 
fst(t) [~,;/Z_] [s/z_] ~c  & al ~, [:,_,/z] c. 
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From the rule [fstdsl of the denotational semantics we see that there must exist 
(bl, b2)s IF ~-z t : •1 * "['2~ P [U//Z] Z [~/_Z] such that a l~b l .  By induction we have 
~r ~-z t: ~ • z2] p [~/_z] z [~/z ]  < ~,,~2¢:,/zj t [Uz_] [_s/_z], 
so by the definition of < I,,,r2)[,,._IZ_], there exists a canonical form (tx, t2) such that 
t [y_/_Z] [_stz] ---~(t l, t2) • (bl ,  b2) e(z ' * z2)[t,'z] (/1, t2)- 
Now, from the definition of et,,,~2)[z,,z] we see that bl ~<r,[jZ_]tl, i.e. there exists 
a canonical form c such that 
tl---~C ~ al gz~[~t,'_Z] C. 
Using the rule [fStos] of the operational semantics we now deduce 
fst(t [z/_Z] [s/z] )--*c. 
So the conclusion follows since fst(t)[7/_Z] Is/z] - f s t ( t [ z /Z  ] Is/z]). 
[snd~rpe]: Symmetric. 
[lambdatyp~]: Let (U, V)E IF I-s)~x ~' . t" rl --*z2~ p Iv/z] X [J_/_Z]. Since 
(2x ~ . t) [7,/Z_ ] [_s/g] is closed and hence a canonical form we only need to establish 
(u, v) ~, ~,~¢,,,z3 (;~x". ~)[WZ] [_s/_=]. 
Observe now that since z~ .... ,Zk are exactly the free variables of the abstraction, 
x cannot be one of them. Hence (2x".  t) [2/Z_] [_s/_z] - 2x ~,B'/-z] . t [z/Z_] [_s/z_]. Thus we 
require 
(U, V) e(~, ~ ~l[;,,_z] )-x~' [z,"z]. t [);/Z_] [s_/_z]. (2) 
First, consider the case (U, V)=(13, 13). Then (2) obviously holds because 13 <~s holds 
vacuously for any closed term s of type or. 
Second, consider the case where (U, V) satisfies 
v =_ Er [r ~/x ] ~ x t: t~ ] p [_v/_z ] [¢,s,(tY)/x] z [y_/z ]. 
In accordance with the definition of el~,~l[~.,,_z 2, suppose U u <,,[z/_z]t~ for an 
arbitrary closed term t~ with typing ~-xt~:ra [?/_Z]. We must show 
I 
v ~< ~ Ez,,'z~ t [z/_z] [s_/_z ] D,/x]. 
To establish this we first show q~ult(U)<~,[,liz]tl" First of all, notice that by the 
definitions of U and ___ and using the substitution Lemma 5.2 for V, 
UeCon( (V l [ r~ Z [ _J/Z_ ])1) _c Con((Vl[rl~ Z[ V~?'T[ z /Z]  
=Con((V[[z~[z/Z- ]~ X)±). 
Now, let aeq~ui,(12)=l,)U. Then there exists some be~7 such that aeb and 
U F-~,[,,,,,z]± b. Hence, by Lemma 6.5, b <~r,[.,2,,z_] ta. Since aeb we obtain ae~, Bi_z] c for 
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a canonical form c such that t l~c,  which exactly matches the definition of 
4hilt(/2) ~< ¢,[;,/z] ta. Inductively, we now obtain 
~rE~l/x] ~-zt:~2~ pEv_/z] [4).f,(O)/x]z [_~/z_ ] <~E~,,,z3 tE~/Z_ ] [s_/z] [tl/x]. 
As V is a subset of EF[va/x] ~-zt:z2~ p[v_/z_] [dpuft(l])/x]z[J_/Z_], 
v < ~2 Ez,,'_z3 t [z/z_ ] [s_/z_ ] Eta~x], 
as well. Hence (2) holds. This finishes the case of the typing rule of ;l-abstractions. 
[applytype]: Let bel[F t-z(t~ tz):z2~ p[v_/z_]z[J/Z]. Then there must exist a pair 
(C, v)~r  [-zq : r i tz23 p[v/z_3 z[J_/z_ 3 such that 
u =_ o,±,([[r ~-~ t~-¢, ~ p [_~/=_ ] z [4/z_ 3) 
and b~ V. We require a canonical form c such that 
(t~ tz) [z/Z_ ] Is/z_] ---,c & b e~E.,z/'_z] c. 
By induction, [IF ~-rta :zl--,z2~ p[v/g] Z[J_/Z] <(~,-~)B_',"_z] tl [7/Z] Is/g], i.e. there 
exists some canonical form 2x. t' such that 
t I r~/Zl  [s_/z]-.--~,;.x. t' ¢~ (g, V) ~2~*({1 "~I2)[]:/-Z] 2X. t/. 
From above, U U = c~ui,(U) ~_ ~F t-z t2 : z i ]] p [v/g] Z [J_/Z_ ], so inductively we obtain 
U u <~,['~'/~] t2[?;/z_] [s_/_z]. Remembering the definition of e(, _~,~l[z/~ ], we see that 
V < ~[z/'z] t'[tz [7_/_Z] [s/z_]/x], i.e. there exists a canonical form c such that 
t'[t2ET/Z]Es_/z_]/x]--*c & b e~[,,_/z_]C. 
Now, from the rule [applyo~] of the operational semantics we deduce 
(t, [~,_/z_ ] [s_/~_ ] t~ [7/z_ ] [s_/z_ ] )--, c. 
[inltyp¢]: Let (1, al)~ IF ~-zinl(t) : Z" 1 -1- Z'2~ p [~_/Z__] Z [°f--/-Zl. Then f rom the denota-  
tional semantics, a~ _ [IF ~-z t : zl ~ p [_v/_z] Z [ J /Z ] ,  so by the induction hypothesis we 
obta in  a 1 ~<r~[;_,/z] t[y_/Z] Is/z_] which implies 
(1, al) ~(~, +~![',L,"z] inl(t) [,_//Z_ ] [s/z_ ], 
which suffices because inl(t)[7/Z_] Is/g] is closed and hence already a canonical form. 
[inr~yv~]: Similar to the case above. 
[caset~pe]: Let b6~r ~-zease t of inl(x~), tx, inr(x2), t2"r~ p [_v/z_] Z [_~/_Z]. We re- 
quire a canonical form ceC~[,,/z] such that 
(case t of inl(x~), tt ,  inr(x2), t2)[z/_Z] [S/Z]'--*C ~ b g z [;2/rz] C. 
There are now two symmetric ases of which we only present one, namely the case in 
which for some wl, 
[IF t- z t: rx + z2~ p Iv/z] Z [J/Z_ ] = injxwa & 
be~r[~,/x,3 ~-zt, ~3 p [~_/_=3 [4,,,:,(w,)/x,3z[Y_/Z_ ].
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Applying the induction hypothesis gives injlW 1 ~ (~1 +T2)[;-/Z] t[z/Z-] Is/z], i.e. 
V (1, a l )~inj x w l ~ inl(t')e C(~l + ~2)[,~,/z_ ] • 
t[z/Z][s/z_]~inl(t' ) & (1,al) e(~,+,2)[z/z]ini(t'). (3) 
Since be[F ~-zcase t of inl(Xl), tl, inr(xz), tz'Z ~ plY/z] Z [o¢_/Z_] we observe that 
IF ~z  t : zl + z2~ p Iv/z] X [J_/Z_ ] and hence injlwl also must be nonempty. This en- 
sures us that there really exists inl(t')eCl~,+,2)[z/z_] such that the conclusion of (3) 
holds. 
Before we can apply the induction hypothesis to F[z~/x~] ~-ztl :r we need to show 
that qSulJWl ) is related to the closed term t' given above. Note that t' is unique as 
evaluation is deterministic. We now show qSulj~ ) ~ ,,[~/,z3t. As 4~ui,(w0 = U w~, we 
< only need to show a~ ~ ~,[~,/'z_] t for arbitrary aaew~. So let aaewa. Then (1,al)einjlw~, 
so using (3) gives (1,al)~l~,+~)[;:,/_z] inl(t') for the same t' as stated above. Now the 
conclusion follows from the definition of ~l~,+,~)[v,,'z_]. 
Inductively we now obtain 
Iu[~/x~] ~zt, :~ ply~z_] [4)~±,(Wl)/X~] z [~/z_ ] ~< ~z,,'z3 t~ [Z/z] [s_/z] {t'/Xl]. 
Since bmIF[Tl/xl  ] ~-xtl :T~ p[v_/z_] [Oult(wl)/Xl]X[~_/Z_], there must exist a canoni- 
cal form c such that 
tl[}_'/Z_] [s /z ] [ t ' /xa]~c & b e,[:,,,z] c. 
From [caseol~] we now deduce 
case  t[7/Z_] [_s/z] of inl(xl), tx [7/_Z] [s_/z], inr(xz), t2 [~/Z_ ] [s/z]--4,c. 
By the side condition on the typing rule, xl does neither occur free in t nor in t2, hence 
it does not occur free in the case command at all. Thus x~ must be distinct from the 
variables in _z. Hence (case t of inl(xl), tl, inr(x2), tz)[-?/Z_] [s/g]--,c, as required. 
[introtyp~]: Let beef  F-zintro(t) : #X.  T~ p [_v/z] X [3 /Z] .  By the induction hypothe- 
sis, ~F I--z t: T[#X.  T/X]~ p [V/g] X [J/Z_] < ,[~x ~,,,x][,,._/z] t[7_/Z_] [s/z], hence there 
exists ceC~[~x ~/'x][;,/z] such that 
b e~e.x.~,/x]Ev/'zl c & t[7/_Z] [s_/z_]~c. 
From the definition of ~i~x ~x}[~_../_z] we see that b e(~x.~x)[;/z] intro(c). Actually, we 
must be careful here because X can appear in _Z, but this step turns out to be all right. 
Finally, observe from the operational semantics that intro(t)[,//Z_][s_/z]= 
i n t ro ( t  [~,/Z_ ] [s/z_])--.intro(c) as required. 
[elimtypo]: Let be IF ~-zelim(t): T[#X. T/x] ~ p IV/Z_] Z [J_/'Z]. Inductively we now 
obtain [IF I--z t:/~X. T~ p [V/_Z] Z [J/Z_] < (~x O[z/_z] t[7/Z-] [s_/_z]. Hence there exists 
intro(c)ec(~x.~)[.//z] such that 
_ _ / _ ]  • b el,x.~)[,./z]intro(c ) & t [7 /Z] [s  z --.intro(c) 
By definition (with the same remark as in the previous case), b e~[,x.,/x]D:/z]c, and 
from the operational semantics we see elim(t)[7/Z_ ] Is/z]-=-elim(t[7/Z] [_s/z_])~c. 
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[reCtyp~]: As in the case of)L-abstraction, x is distinct from all the variables in z. This 
allows us to take the substition [s_/_z] inside the recursive definition. Since 
~r ~-s ree x ~ . t: r~ p [~/z_ ] Z [ J /Z ]  = #d. ~F [v/x] t-z t" ~ p [_v/_z] [d/x] Z [ J /Z ] ,  
we can write the denotation as U~so~0 <"), where each O(')e(V~,z[:,_/z_])± is given by 
0(o)=0, 
0 ("+ 1)= ~r [~/x ]  ~-z t : r~ p [_v/z_ ] [o(")/x] z [Y/_z]. 
Thus, the conclusion will follow if we can show 
0(") < ~E~',,'~] tee x~[; '-z] . t [z/_Z] [_s/~] 
for all nero. We show this by induction on n: 
Basis n=0,  0 <~[~,/z3 reex ~[~'/'~3 • t[7/Z_] [_s/g] holds vacuously. 
Induction step: Assume inductively that 0 (") <~b,_/z_?rccx ,[;'/'z-] .t[~/Z_] [s_/z_]. Then, 
by rule induction 0 (" + ~) <~[z/z] t['//_Z] Is/z] [ree x *[~'/-z] . t [z /Z]  [_s/_z]/x]. F rom the 
rule [recoil of the operational semantics we see 
reex~eZ/-z] . t[),/Z] [s/z]--.c if t [7 /Z]  [s_/_z] [reexffZ/'z-] . t[?/Z_ ] [s_/z_J/x]~c 
for any canonical form c. F rom the definition of <ff:,/z] we conclude 
0 ~" + ~) < ff.~_,/.z] ree xffZ/z-] . t [),/_Z] [_s/_z]. This completes the mathematical  induction, 
and hence this case. 
[Lambdatyp~]: Let We IF ~-z',,,[xl AX.  t : FIX. ~ p [v/z] Z [_J/Z]. The assumption 
Z\{X}={Z1 . . . . .  Z~} ensures us that X does not occur among Z~ . . . . .  Z~. Hence 
(AX. t) [7/Z] [s/z] is syntactically equivalent o AX.  t[7/Z] [s_/_z] and furthermore it
is closed, so we only require that 
w c(n x . ~)~;:/~  AX  . t [7/Z] [s/z]. 
Let (~ ' ,a )e  W and suppose a is a closed type such that ~'_< V~a~ X. From the 
denotational semantics 
w___ s,. {(d ,  a) l aeEr ~t  ~ p [-v/_=] z [J_/_z] [d /x ]  & delSS'"}, 
i.e. a~F ~xt: z~ p[v_/z_] y, [ J /Z_ ] [d/X]. By the induct ion hypothesis we get 
[ r  ~zt :  r~ p [_v/z_ ] z [~/_z] [d /x ]  < 4~,,,,z_] [~,,x] t[~/_z] [~/x] [_s/_z], 
hence {a} <~[z,,,z]r~,,,x]t[),_/Z_][s_/z_] [a/X] as required, since t[z/Z_][a/X][s_/z_]- 
t[?_/Z_] [s /z]  [a/X] follows from Lemma 3.2 as t-z,,dxISi:~i[7/Z_]. 
[Applytyv¢]: Let aelr ~zt{a} :~[~/s]~ p[-v/z_] z[Y_/z_]. F rom the denotational 
semantics we see that IF  t-z t : FIX. z~ p LUg] z [ J / z ]  is nonempty and that there 
exists ~'___ f/" V~a~ Z [_J/_Z] such that (d,  a)e ~) EF ~z t: FIX. ~ p [_v/_z] Z [J_/_Z]. Thus 
there exists We IF F- z t" FIX. r~ p [_v/z_] Z [J_/_Z] such that (d ,  a)e W. 
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By the induction hypothesis, 
~v ~-z t: nx .  ~ p [_v/x ] z [Y_/z_ ] < ~ox.~,,,/z_~ t [z/z_ ] [s/z_ ]. 
Since We[P~-zt :F IX.z]  p[v/_z]x[J/_Z] there exists a canonical form 
AX.  t' eClux.~)[,//z_] such that 
t [Z/g] [_s/_z] ~AX.  t' & W elnx. ~)[z,,,_z] AX.  t'. 
By the monotonicity o f ) J .  V[[a] 7~[J/Z] and the substitution Lemma 5.2 we see that 
d~ V ~a] Z [J_/Z_ ] ~ V~a] Z [ V [7] z/_Z ] = V[a [Z/g] ~ Z and hence by the definition ot 
e/ox.~l[z/,z] that 
{a} < ~[z,,_z],,x]tz,,z_ ] t '[a[z/Z]/X ]. 
Here one should again take care, because X can occur in Z. Now we see that there 
must exist a canonical form ceC~[~[,_./z_]/x][z,,.z_] such that 
t' [a [z/Z]/X-] +c & a eff~[>,'_z]/x][z/g] c. 
From the operational semantics we now obtain 
I t{o})  [L//g] [_s/~] - ~ [~/z ]  [_~/_~] {o-D,/g] }---,c 
and from above a e~[~/x] [;,/_z] c as required. 
7. Conclusion 
We have given a model of a lazy functional language with recursive and polymorphic 
types, and shown that it behaves well with respect o the operational semantics. In 
particular we have shown how the use of information systems as a concrete repres- 
entation of Scott predomains allows us to define a logical relation which can be used 
to reason about both recursive and polymorphic types. 
The fact that evaluation is being performed lazily is not crucial in any of the proofs; 
the whole work has been translated to a similar language with eager evaluation. 
Another variation of the language is to take terms of the form AX.  c to be canonical 
if and only if c is canonical as in e.g. [1]. We have shown that this change does not 
affect our results, either. 
In the future we hope to employ fibred category theory to give more abstract and 
digestible semantic definitions. 
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Appendix A. Typing rules 
[vartype] if F (x )=r  & FTV(r) ~_ S 
F~-zx : r  
l-.,rp~] 
FF-se:O 
[pairtyp¢] FF-zt l  :zl Fb-ztz:z2 
r [--S(tl, t2) 
[fSttype ] F [--z t : 7:1 * "[2 
F ~-zfst(t):zl 
[sndtype] /" [--s t : "r 1 * Z 2 
F ~-zsnd(t) : z2 
[ lambdatype] r ["f 1Ix] [-z f : T2 
:T I *T  2 
if FTV(v~) ~_ S 
l ~ [--sAX tl . t : T 1 ""+'[2 
[applylype] F[ - -2 t l  :Zl--~z2 F f - - s t2 :z  I 
F F-z(ta t2): T 2 
[inltype] F t-- z t : Zl 
F t-s inl(t)  : zl + "['2 
[inrtyp~] F ~-zt :z2 
if FTV(z2)  ~_ S 
if FTV(zx) ~_ S 
f f [ ' c l /x1] l - -St l :Z  F[-cz/x2] ~zt2 : r  
F t--sinr(t) : rl  + z2 
[casetype ] F [-Z t :'Cl + 7:2 
[introtyp~] 
[elimtyp~] 
[rectyp~] 
[Lambda,ype] 
[Applytype] 
F ~zease  t of  inl(xa), t l ,  inr(x2), t2 : r 
if FTV(z l  +z2)  ~- X' 
F F-st : z [~X.  t /X ]  
F f-z intro(t):pX, r
F~-xt:12X.z 
F t -z  d im( t ) :  r [~X.  t /X ]  
r [ t /x ]  ~-zt:r 
F ~-z rec x*. t : r 
F~-st : r  
if X does not occur free in the 
F~-z, , , ,~x}AX.t 'HX.z type of a free var iable o f t  
FF-z t : I IX . r  
if FTV(a) ~_ Z 
r ~t{~}:~{~/x} 
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Appendix B. Alternative canonical forms 
This appendix outlines the differences if we had taken the canonical forms of 
//-types to be 
AX.ceCnx.~ i fceC~ 
as is done by e.g. Amadio [1]. The corresponding evaluation rules of the operational 
semantics are then 
t--*c 
AX . z-* AX  . c 
t~AX.c  
t{a}-~c[a/X3 
For the denotational semantics we take V~HX.  ~ 7, -- I IF, where 
F=2d~IS. V~z~ g[d/X]. The denotational semantics of terms is changed corres- 
pondingly: 
IF  t-z,, ,x) AX.  t :HX.  ~ P7, 
= On(2d6 IS.  ~r ~x  t: z~ PZ [dr~ x ] )  
= {(d ,a ) lae~r  ~-zt:r~ pz[~/x]  & sC~lS Ii"} 
~r ~t{a} :tEa/X3~ pz 
The soundness proof is straightforward, and for the adequacy proof we alter the 
clause ~nx.~ of the logical relation of Lemma 6.4 to 
(d ,  a) enx. ~ AX . c iff V a closed. ~ff~ V~a~ )~ ~ a ~[,/x] c [a/X] .  
It is easy to verify that the statement of Lemma 6.5 is still true. Finally, in showing the 
main proposition corresponding to Proposit ion 6.7 we need the following lemma. 
Lemma B.1. I f  t [a /X]~c  then there exists a canonical form c' such that 
t--*c' & c=c ' [a /X] .  
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